GOAT REARING SCHEME :-

1. How you have been introduced to this scheme?

2. How much money was sanctioned to you under this scheme?

3. How much money did you receive from the Government?
   Received full amount / Did not receive the full amount.
   a) In case you did not receive the full amount, who has taken the rest amount?
   b) From the money you have received under this scheme, did you really spend the full amount in purchasing or diverted some amount in other activities.
      Spent full amount in purchasing goods
      Spent partial amount in purchasing goods
      Did not spend in purchasing goods.

4. Did you face any difficulty in getting the sanctioned money?
   Faced a lot of difficulties / Faced some difficulties / Did not face any difficulty
   a) If faced difficulty, what type of difficulty

5. To what extent the help rendered by the Government under this scheme has really helped you in improving your condition?
   To a great extent / To some extent / Not at all
   a) How do you say so?